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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an architecture for a cognitive robot based
on tactile and visual information. Visual information contains various features such as location and area of each colored region. Most
of these features are irrelevant for object recognition to achieve the
given task. In the architecture, tactile information plays a key role
in selection of visual features and discritization of selected features.
In order to ﬁnd appropriate visual features we use correlation coefﬁcient between values of features and action series. Then ChiMerge
algorithm is employed to discritize the value of the selected feature
into a small number of intervals. Consequently, quantization of a
state space for accomplishing the given task is achieved. By using
this state space to reinforcement learning algorithm, an appropriate behavior to the given task is acquired. To show validity of our
method, we show an experimental result of computer simulation.
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Introduction

Robotic soccer is a new common task for artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)
and robotics research [12, 2]. The robotic soccer provides a good
testbed for evaluation of various theories and algorithms like machine learning and agent architectures. A number of technical breakthroughs for AI and robotics are expected to be discovered through
the research for accomplishing this task.
Through robotic soccer issue, we focus on “perception” and “situation and behavior” problem among RoboCup physical agent
challenges [2]. So far, we have implemented some behaviors for
playing soccer by combining four primitive processes (motor control, camera control, vision, and behavior generation processes) [13].
Such behaviors were not sophisticated because they were fully implemented by human programmers. An actual cognitive agent should
organize its own internal structure autonomously in order to adapt
to its environment through the direct interaction between the agent’s
body and its environment. We need the basic architecture for such
agents. So far, many researchers in robotics and AI have proposed
methodologies for realizing the autonomous agent system. Brooks
proposed the so-called “behavior-based” approach [6]. He advocated
that the agents need to employ no representations at all [7]. He and
researchers of behavior-based approach (ex. [9]) attempt to build up
agents through networks of simple fully functional behaviors mapping sensors to actuators, without explicitly representing the world
model. However, all behavior modules and their subsumption hierarchy are explicitly designed by the programmer, therefore it seems
diﬃcult to cope with the dynamic changes of the environment without the capability of learning.
Aloimonos and et.al [1, 14, 8] proposed a so-called “purposive active vision paradigm.” In this paradigm, it is considered to be desirable that the vision system can be greatly simpliﬁed by computing
only the information needed by the robot to perform its immediate
tasks. Moreover, purposive vision does not consider vision in isolation but as a part of complex system that interacts with world in
speciﬁc ways [1]. Although tight coupling between visual information and motor commands is regarded as an important issue, there
have been little achievement to solve this issue and only a few con2

ceptual proposals [3, 4]. In most cases, the relationship between
the visual information and actions of the agent are designed by the
programmer. Therefore, such agents can not organize their own
internal representation.
To cope with these issues in building a vision-based cognitive
agent, we should resolve the following two key issues; (1) how to
discover important visual features for accomplishing a given task
and (2) how to organize its internal representation through the direct interaction between the agent and its environment.
A philosophical theory oﬀers an important suggestion for realizing
such cognitive agent. Berkeley [5], an English philosopher, suggested
(1)that the object of sight have nothing in common with the object
of touch, and (2)that the connection of sight and touch is arbitrary
and learned by only experience not by calculation. This concept is
supported by many case studies for behavior patterns and visual rehabilitation after successful operations for congenital blind patients.
According to this concept, if the cognitive agent can acquire tightly
coupling between modalities for visual, tactile and spatial recognition, the agent would recognize the object by associating information
from even one of these modalities with the coupling. Furthermore,
based on the result of such object recognition, the agent could take
appropriate behavior for accomplishing the given tasks.
In this paper, we propose an architecture for the cognitive robot in
which tactile information has primary role to organize internal representation to adapt its body and environment. Extending Berkeley’s
theory [5], we insist such cognitive agents should think recognizing
objects based on visual information as taking appropriate behaviors
with respect to such objects through direct interaction between the
agent’s body and environment. To support our methodology, we
develop a cognitive robot system with visual and tactile sensors and
a method for constructing a state space for vision-based reinforcement learning agents including a mechanism for selection of visual
features based on the tactile sensors. This method would resolve
two key issues (1) and (2) described above.
There may be a situation that the visual information is used to
characterize the tactile information. However we think that such
situation is possible when the relation between the visual informa-
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tion and the tactile information is already acquired. So we employ
an assumption that the visual information does not make sense by
itself and that only the tactile information gives physical meanings
of environment to the visual information.
This paper is organized as follows: The next section gives an
overview of the architecture for cognitive robot based on our methodology. In the section 3, we explain our methods for selecting visual
features based on discounted tactile stimulus and for constructing a
state space of the cognitive agent. In the section 4, we show some
experimental results. We summarize this paper in the section 5.
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Cognitive Robot Architecture

Figure 1 shows the cognitive architecture of our robot. Based on
Berkeley’s theory we propose an architecture in which visual information is characterized by tactile information. In his theory, it is argued that for recognition of an object it is important to discriminate
the physical property of the object and tactile senor is only sensor for
measuring physical contact with the object. Furthermore, he argued
that it is the tactile sensor that can give physical meanings to the
object recognized by the visual sensor. In this sense, only the tactile
information can characterize the visual information. The architecture can realize a visual object recognition without prior knowledge.
The key issue of visual object recognition is to acquire the relation
between physical object and visual information. In other word it is
to know how to be represented a physical object in images. While an
image contains various features such as color, edge, area of colored
region, most of these features are irrelevant for object recognition to
achieve the given task. In the architecture tactile information plays
a key role in selection of visual features and discritization of selected
features.
The robot receives a tactile stimulus from an object at the end
of an action series. The tactile stimulus is employed to represent a
distance to the object by propagating a discounted one to actions
in the action series. During the action series an image sequence is
also observed, and we can see a change of a value of each feature
in it. A discounted tactile stimulus is used to ﬁnd relevant visual
4

features to the action series from the image sequence. If a value of
certain feature changes as the robot moves to a object, the feature
is relevant to the action series, moreover, it is signiﬁcant feature to
represent the object.
Discritization of feature is carried out by calculating distribution
of discounted tactile stimulus values. A state space of representing
an action series to an object consists of discritized features. By
utilizing this state space to reinforcement learning algorithm, an
appropriate behavior to an object is acquired.

Figure 1: Cognitive Robot Architecture. A circle means a information and a
rectangle means the processing of the information.
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Our Method

In this section we describe a method of ﬁnding features which represent the tactile stimulus from a image and a method of discritization
of selected feature.
3.1

Feature Selection

Features that we should select are not just for object representation
when tactile stimulus occurs but also for representation of distance
5

to objects when tactile stimulus does not occur. The key issue is how
to extract appropriate visual features to represent both a physical
object and a distance to the object. The primary relation between
features and the objects should be obtained at the moment that the
robot touches the physical objects. Without looking at a moment
when the body touches to the physical object and furthermore without knowing which feature would represent the body of the robot
in images, it is hard to detect features from an image captured at a
moment when the robot senses a tactile stimulus. A key idea to extract features is that a change of distance is represented as a change
of value of certain feature. Consequently, we use correlation coefﬁcient between values of features and action series in order to ﬁnd
appropriate features. F is the given feature set {f1 , f2, · · · , fn }. The
robot can select an action ai ∈ A = {a, a, · · · , am} in time step t.
At the end of an action series {at , · · · , a1, a0(end) }, the robot should
receive a tactile stimulus s0 like a reward in reinforcement learning algorithm. Then the discounted tactile stimulus {st , · · · , s1 , s0}
are calculated for each time step, where st = 0.9t . We represent
the value of F in each time step as {f(n,t) , · · · , f(n,1) , f(n,0) }. The
correlation coeﬃcient rate r is;
t

rn =  
t

j=0 (f(n,t)

− f)(st − s)

2
j=0 (f(n,t) − f )

t

2
j=0 (st − s)

(1)

We select features which r value exceeds the r − threshold as signiﬁcant features to represent physical objects.
3.2

Discritization Feature

In previous subsection, we showed the method of feature selection.
But it is not enough for object perception because we need measurement for each selected feature to use this feature for decision making
for the agent. The rest problem is how to divide the value of the
selected feature into a small number of intervals. In order to solve
this problem we employ ChiMerge algorithm that uses the χ2 statistic to discretize numeric attributes proposed by Kerber[11]. The
ChiMerge algorithm consists of an initialization step and a bottomup merging process, where intervals are continuously merged until
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a termination condition is met. ChiMerge is ﬁrst initialized by sorting the training examples according to their values for the attribute
being discretized and the constructing the initial discretization, in
which each example is put into its own interval, i.e., place an interval boundary before and after each example. The interval merging process contains two steps. Which are repeated continuously:
(1) compute the χ2 value for each pair of adjacent intervals, (2)
merge(combine) the pair of adjacent intervals with lowest χ2 value.
Merging continues until all pairs of intervals have χ2 values exceeding the parameter χ2 − threshold; that is, all adjacent intervals
are considered signiﬁcantly diﬀerent by the χ2 independence test.
The value for χ2 − threshold is determined by selecting a desired
signiﬁcance level and then using a table or formula to obtain the
corresponding χ2 value (obtaining the χ2 value also requires specifying the number of degrees of freedom, which will be 1 less than
the number of classes). The formula for computing the χ2 value is:
χ2 =

(Aij − Eij )2
Eij
i=1 j=1

m 
k


(2)

Where:
m = 2 (the 2 intervals being compared)
k = number of classes
Aij = number of examples in ith interval, jth
class
k
Ri = number of examples in ith interval = j=1 Aij

Cj = number of examples in jth class = m
i=1 Aij
k
N = total number of examples = j=1 Cj
×Cj
Eij = expected frequency of Aij = RiN
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Experimental Result

Based on methods described above we have an experiment on a
mobile robot. The robot is our RoboCup robot [13] and the environment is the RoboCup ﬁeld. A main feature of the ﬁeld is that
objects in the environment are colored according to physical properties respectively. Table1 shows the relation among object name,
colors and physical properties except two goals.
7

object
ground
wall
ball

color
green
white
red

physical property
horizontal plane
heavy, vertical plane
light, globe
Table 1:

Figure 2: Simulator ﬁeld and Captured image

Figure2 shows an overall view of our simulator and an image of
scene which the robot in the ﬁeld is looking at. The robot can take
an action from a1 to a5, i.e. a1(0, 1), a2(0.5, 1), a3(1, 1), a4(1, 0.5),
and a5(1, 0) (See Figure 3).

Figure 3: Robot’s action and distribution of tactile sensors

A distribution and arrangement of tactile sensors is important so
that a robot can sense whole interaction between the physical world
and its body during accomplishment of certain task. Accordingly
tactile sensors must exist everywhere in the body where a contact
8

f1 f2
f3
f4 f5 f6 f7 f8
f9
271.8 2.9 25600.1 49.2 3.3 2498 8.0 0.3 14004.8
Table 2: The variance of F

f1 f2 f3 f4
f5
f6
f7 f8 f9
0.03 0.62 0.60 -0.12 -0.48 -0.39 -0.14 0.30 -0.47
Table 3: The correlation coeﬃcient rate

with physical world occurs. A qualiﬁcation of a distribution and
arrangement of tactile sensors relates following 3 points. (1) The
robot can move in only 2D plane. (2) A wall of the ﬁled is a vertical
plane. (3) The equator of the ball is the height of h. (1) and (2)
implies that tactile sensors should be distributed horizontally and
(3) implies the height of the position of tactile sensors should be h.
Consequently we put 16 tactile sensors in front of our robot.
4.1

Feature selection

We prepare 9 features for captured images. We use two attributes
in image, i.e., colors and the center of gravity for each colored area.
We deﬁne F as f1 =(red x), f2 =(red y), f3 =(red a), f4 =(green
x), f5 =(green y), f6 =(green a), f7 =(white x), f8 =(white y),
f9 =(white a).
After executing 58, 223 random actions, 459 action series which
terminated by touching ball were observed. For each action series
the discounted tactile stimulus {st , · · · , s1, s0 } are calculated, where
st = 0.9t , and the value of st is divided into 10 classes; class1=[0 →
1), class2=[1 → 2) ... class10=[9 → 10]. Table 2 shows the variance
of each F .
Table 3 shows the correlation coeﬃcient rate between the value of
discounted tactile stimulus and the value of feature.
We select a feature f3 to represent the ball because the correlation
coeﬃcient rate is high. The correlation coeﬃcient rate of f2 is also
high, although the variance is only 2.9 (See Table 3). This means
9

that f2 is not appropriate to represent the change of action series.
4.2

Discretization of Feature

Figure 4 shows the histogram for feature 3.

Figure 4: discounted tactile stimulus class histogram for feature 3

The discretization in Table4 shows the ﬁnal result produced by
ChiMerge at the 0.95 signiﬁcance level (χ2 = 16.92). The arrows in
ﬁgure 4 represent the boundary of each interval.
4.3

Behavior Learning

In order to test validity of constructed state space, the learning of
behavior of reaching ball is achieved by Q-learning. Q-learning [15]
is based on estimating the value of Q(s, a), which is the expected
future discounted reward for taking an action a in the input state s
10

Int
0
3
5
6
9
11
16
20
23
29
42
47
59
74

40
281
147
170
53
97
37
14
27
22
4
13
21
1

13
81
89
72
25
13
5
3
5
4
0
2
2
0

11
12
25
106
36
42
14
7
6
2
2
1
1
0

frequency
4 10 0 3
8 2 2 4
1 2 1 0
32 8 1 0
32 16 1 2
40 77 20 7
9 18 29 14
12 10 7 24
14 13 4 13
8 12 7 8
0 6 2 0
3 2 6 7
1 7 5 8
1 1 0 0

2
0
1
3
1
4
5
13
25
23
2
4
11
0

0
0
1
1
2
6
2
2
13
39
4
12
14
0

2
3
1
2
3
4
5
4
12
17
14
59
23
12

chi2
73.1
37.4
65.7
42.9
45.6
47.9
29.1
20.0
19.9
27.9
19.5
23.9
22.6

Table 4: ChiMerge discretizations for feature 3

and continuing with the optimal policy. The discounted reward is
the sum of all future reward weighted by how close they are. The
value of Q(s, a) is renewed.
Q(st, at ) ← Q(st , at)+
α(rt + γ max Q(st+1, b) − Q(st, at))
b∈A

(3)

Where t is the present time, γ is a discount factor (0 < γ < 1),
and rt is the reward received at time t.
Figure 5 shows an action series of reaching ball.

5

Conclusion and Discussion

Experimental result shows that the robot can acquire the relation
between color and physical property of objects. By means of reinforcement learning an appropriate behavior to physical property is
acquired and the robot can behave by visual input. The importance
11

Figure 5: Behavior of reaching ball

of the result is that the robot can acquire such actions without any
predeﬁned information on visual features such as colors. The robot
could learn what it should focus on in visual input by its experiences
of moving and touching. We showed a new architecture for cognitive robots that can organize its internal representation by physical
experiences. It need less predeﬁned information on environments so
that it is applicable to ﬂexible and dynamic environments.
If we think the tactile stimulus corresponds to rewards given by a
teacher, there was the study [10] similar to our method. They uses
principle component analysis to select visual features and segment
state space based on the distribution of rewards in a incremental
manner. Our method also analyzed the distribution of rewards for
segmenting the state space. Only the diﬀerence is how to process
input data. That is, their method is incremental and our method is
one-shot processing. We are not sure which manner is appropriate
for cognitive robots. In this point, we should do further investigation.
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